The School at St. George Place
SDMC Minutes
September 21, 2018
Start time: 2:09
1. Introduction of Parent representative
2. Safety concerns: Morning carpool- Arrival (Hug Zones?)
Should parents be allowed to come in the school at all?
3. Its important for the little ones- we could possibly
create hug zones outside. We could possibly allow the
smaller children (pre-k) (k) (1st) to enter with parents.
4. As far as a safety concern, we would like to discuss the
possibility of adults not being able to enter the building
at all. Each representative will communicate the choices
to their team, and collect the responses. We will discuss
next meeting how we are going to move forward.
5. Lunch concerns: none (hallway switch is creating much
smoother transitions.) Dismissal: There are concerns over
cars blocking Hildalgo exit. It is affecting front carpool.
6. Discipline issues? There were none to report at this time.
7. Presentation of the Resolution: We would like our campus
to be taken off the list as a polling location.
8. Campus focus on writing: The progress is looking good.
Administration has met with the lower levels and are
pleased with what the have seen so far.

9. School Psychologist: HISD eliminated the program that
allowed us to have a mental health professional on the
campus. We are currently working on finding an
alternative.
10.
Budget: We lost several students due to the new
time arrangements. There is optimism that we will reach
791 enrollment.
11. Data Presentation (slide show)
12.

SIP Review: Mr. Wheat highlighted areas.

13.
Tricycles: Do we need them? Mr. Wheat will survey
PRE- K to see if they are even wanted.
14.
Safety concerns: Orange Pod flooring is coming up.
The Green Pod ceiling is starting to slip down. The water
fountains on both the upper and lower playgrounds are
not currently working. There is a concern about children
needing water but being unattended inside the building.
15.
Early Dismissal: Today we noticed some issues with
dismissal. We will consider moving times up to make for a
smoother exit.

